buttonfuse® TF thread

is ECO-friendly & made from
100% recycled plastics
MMS is a company that
strives for sustainability
with a commitment to
be carbon neutral
by 2025
MMS buttonfuse® TF
thread is a special purpose
button shank wrapping
eco-thread for use on
our wrapping systems.
It has many features
specifically developed to
ensure a perfect shank
appearance with no
button loss.

THREAD SPECIFICATION:
Thread weight per cone:
22g

As part of our sustainability
mission the buttonfuse®
TF thread is made up of 100%
recycled plastics from worn or
abandoned fishing nets & waste
nylon chips, meeting Global
Recycled Standards (GRS).
Our recycled threads are now
spooled on 100% FSC
certified recycled paper
cones, so buttonfuse®
TF thread is kinder to the
environment without
compromising on quality.
buttonfuse® TF threads are colour
fast to daylight, washing, dry cleaning
& perspiration, fulfilling STR
quality test for M&S, England.

Length per cone:
260 metres
Elasticity:
430%
Stretch to break rate:
approx. 4,3
Strength:

They are non-toxic, non-harmful
to the skin or the garment & meet the
international standard certificate of
Oekotex® Standard 100
product class I.

960 dtex (960g per 10,000m)
Melting temperature:
The melting component is
activated at 130°C

MMS is committed to becoming a carbon neutral company

From our factory’s roof
mounted solar PV panels,
to new electric powered
service vehicles, MMS is
fully committed to being
carbon neutral within
the next 5 years.

Trees are planted to
offset every product we ship
and together with the use of
100% recycled packaging,
year by year we are reducing
our carbon footprint.

All our machines are
hand built & engineered
to last a lifetime with little
requirement for power
hungry machinery.

Our global network of local service
centres makes sure that our products
arrive quickly, travelling the shortest
distance & have the minimum effect
on the environment.
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Proven & specified by the
major brands of the world.

We have the world’s
largest range of
threads + our high
stockholding levels
mean that they are
readily available
exactly when you
The fusible
need them most! elastic core makes
buttonfuse®
TF thread
super strong!

Our 100% recycled thread is
the ideal partner to the buttonfuse®
range of machines. The high quality
components guarantee button
security from shirts to raincoats.
Manufactured to be 100% consistent to
ensure a perfect shank appearance with
a soft finish. A fusible & highly elastic
core makes buttons secure & super
strong with no loose ends.
Our thread has being tested to withstand
the rigours over the lifetime of the garment.
It is certified by Oeko-Tex & complies
with all other industry standards.
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